In the proposed study, non-linear behavioral patterns in the seismic regime for earthquakes in the Himalayan basin have been studied using a complete, verified EQ catalogue comprised of all major events and their aftershock sequences in the Himalayan basin for the past 110 years . The dataset has been analyzed to give better decision making criteria for impending earthquakes. A series of statistical tests based on multi-dimensional rigorous statistical studies, inter-event distance analyses, and statistical time analyses have been used to obtain correlation dimensions. The time intervals of earthquakes within a seismic regime have been used to train the neural network to analyze the nature of earthquake patterns in the different clusters. The results obtained from descriptive statistics show high correlation with previously conducted gravity studies and radon anomaly variation. A study of the time of recurrence of the numerical properties of the regime for 60 years from 1950 to 2010 for the Himalayan belt for analysis of significant EQ failure events has been done to find the best fit for an empirical data probability distribution. The distribution of waiting time of swarm events occurring in the Himalayan basin follows a power-law model, while independent events do not fit the power-law distribution. This suggests that probability of the occurrence of swarm events [M 6.0] with frequent shaking may be more frequent than that of the occurrence of independent events of magnitude [M >6.0] in the Himalayan belt. We propose a three-layer feed forward neural network model to identify factors, with the actual occurrence of the maximum earthquake level M as input and target vectors in Himalayan basin area. We infer through a series of statistical results and evaluations that probabilistic forecasting of earthquakes can be achieved by finding the meta-stable cluster zones of the Himalayan clusters for the spatio-temporal distribution of earthquakes in the area. 
Introduction
The study of EQ generation mechanisms has been a puzzle for the entire geo-scientific community despite a series of studies in the field of seismology in different parts of the globe. EQ tremors have been monitored in South Asia and recorded EQs Fig. 1 for various spatio-temporal mapping have been found subject to regional tectonic settings reported in [55] . A concentrated effort to study spatial and temporal variations in seismic activity and use them to recognize patterns that precede large earthquakes has been made by scientists to identify precursory patterns [50, 52] , seismic quiescence [30, 36] , swarms in seismic activity analyzed by [31, 32, 83] and seismicity fluctuations [35, 37] .
Ongoing research into earthquake process can only be improved by the study of measurements of past earthquakes and surface deformation. A highly sophisticated statistical interpretation of instrumental, historical and paleo-earthquake catalogs are the only systematic records which analyze the earthquake generation process at depth through imaging tectonic environments. Statistical analysis is one method of predicting earthquakes. The history of earthquakes in a given region reveals the propensity for recurrent, or cyclical, patterns of the earthquakes. If earthquakes in a given region have a recurrent pattern, then a long-term prediction can be made based on the recurrent pattern. Important questions that need to be answered in order to understand the earthquake patterns in Himalayas involve the study of formation and interaction of earthquake clusters such as foreshocks, aftershocks and earthquake swarms [25] , the role of fluids in the earthquake generation process [59] , the study of gravity records in the study of rock layer depths where earthquakes originate [43] and localized seismic quiescence [85] . Although evaluation of the links between precursive events and earthquakes has progressed, the extreme complexity of the system has so far not enabled the development of actual earthquake forecasting techniques. The solution to this problem depends primarily on whether we can obtain reliable information on seismic precursory events [72, 74] and their behavior in connection with physical mechanisms. The detection of a precursory seismic signal [73] conforms to common physical models for detection of anomalies within the seismogenic crust where earthquake precursory activity is likely to occur. Time delays between successive earthquakes have a characteristic distribution for inter event distribution for earthquake analyzed data [18, 58] in a densely monitored earthquakeprone region. Earthquake patterns tend to follow either a mainshock, aftershock sequence or form swarm type earthquake clusters [46] . In order to investigate the potential occurrence of precursors and seismic cycles in the , the nature of the generation mechanism associated with the statistical distribution of earthquake occurrence has to be formulated. A wide range of statistical distributions can be used with essentially no physical justification unless a natural mode for power-law distributions is made for earthquake hazard assessments [29] .The power laws and fractal properties reflect the notion of scale invariance [33] that refers to the spontaneous breakdown of a fracture for discrete time periods for EQ occurrence. These properties are important and interesting because they characterize systems with many relevant scales and long-range interactions [70, 71] of the faults as they potentially exist in the crust before the occurrence of EQ. In the proposed work, we integrate all such studies to understand the nature of seismicity in the Himalayan belt. In Section 2, we analyze the catalog to study the spatio -temporal clusters of the Himalayan Basin to locate clusters where anomalous clustering of seismic activity increase occurs in the region. In Section 3, a probability distribution analysis involving recurrence time of EQ for temporal cluster sequences has been made to study the maximum likelihood estimators for fitting the power-law distribution to time to study the recurrence interval of the EQ data along with the goodness-of-fit based approach in the power-law fit within the clusters for independent mainshocks and swarm activity. In Section 4, we compare the statistical results with precursory data studies for the descriptive statistics involved in EQ catalog analysis previously conducted. In Section 5, an analysis of our results has been presented for future studies.
Seismological Data and Statistical Analyses
The Himalayan belt is one of the most seismically active zones in Asia, which witnessed a series of deadly earthquakes [EQ] in the past century. In the present study, we analyzed a complete EQ catalogue consisting of all major events and their aftershock sequences in the Himalayan basin for the past 110 years . The catalogue for our comprehensive earthquake analyses is taken from the recently produced catalogue of Nath et al. [2010] that contained seismically monitored earthquake data recorded during the years 1900 -2010 by various agencies of the entire South Asia, which are statistically analyzed in this study to understand the nature and extent of seismogenesis in the Himalayan basin. We have correlated our results with other available published inferences to understand the nature of earthquake swarms and clusters [47] . In Figure 2 , we attempted to show the completeness of the earthquake data which has been used in this study. Year wise earthquake completeness analyses showed that earthquake catalogue during the year 1900 -1950 is complete for the magnitude [1950 -1999] . This observation suggests that the seismic activity in the recent decades has been enhanced because of frequent release of strain beneath the Himalayan basin causing frequent shaking due to micro to moderate earthquakes [M 6 .0] in the recent years for the Himalayan region. The EQ Catalog of Nath et al, 2010 has been tested for detailed data fit and can be used to conduct a pattern analysis of seismic cycle. The nature of seismogenesis in the Himalayan basin as has been done in other zones [7, 24, 41] . In order to conduct a series of statistical analyses, a homogeneous data fit catalogue is necessary to evaluate the seismotectonic environment in the Himalayan region. The data set of 4125 events of the past 60 years comprises of mainshock, aftershock and foreshock events occurring across various spatial and temporal zones. A descriptive his- togram plot [ Fig. 2 ] of all magnitude [ 5.0] shows that the frequency of occurrence of EQs in the Himalayan belt has increased over recent years [51] . The cumulative magnitude of the EQs has been particularly low during the past couple of years. The number of EQs was on a decline during 1960-70s after which the histogram plot shows that the number of EQs has been constantly rising although they are scattered in nature. This is significant to the previously conducted study that proves that the Himalayan earthquakes have been moderate in nature [4] . In order to study EQ genesis relevant to a certain region, we study the occurrence of EQs in the different spatiotemporal clusters of the Himalayan belt. It is necessary to evaluate the spatio-temporal clusters of seismicity in the Himalayan basin by looking at the past occurrence of the significant EQs from the EQ catalog [ Fig. 2 ] that had a severe impact on the tectonic settings. In this study we update the number of EQs as specified in the spatiotemporal clusters and conduct a series of statistical and analytical tests on these clusters. Analyzing the pattern of earthquakes within each cluster, a significant observation establishes [53, 63] that the clusters are constituted of independent events as well as swarm sequence and in studying their combinations we can find about the nature of seismic cycles and the pattern of seismogenesis in the Himalayas. As the set of reliable quantitative EQ catalogues having complete catalogue information for all historical events are very limited, we need to analyze to identify the best data sets [ Fig. 3 ] avalaible. We have made rigorous statistical investigations using the SPSS tool for understanding the frequency distributions of EQs from 1950 to 2010 to search for EQ having magnitude 5.0 from n EQ catalogue to understand the nature of EQ patterns. Recurrence intervals are a means of expressing the likelihood that a given magnitude of earthquake will be exceeded in a specified number of years and are an important factor in analyzing the human rehabilitation and general seismic response mechanism as in [38] . Different seismogenic features affect the kind of seismic release for the EQ depending on the clustered and background seismicity [2] and can be used to describe the seismicity of an area in space, time and magnitude domains and to study the features of independent events and strongly correlated ones, separately. The two different kinds of events give different information on the seismicity of an area. For the short-term [or real-term] prediction of seismicity and to estimate parameters of phenomenological laws we need a good definition of the EQ clusters. Metastable clusters or blocks cascade [56] or coalesce to generate a large event in which large number of metastable blocks are lost [26, 57, 64, 65] which exhibits a power-law coalescence of metastable clusters whose number-size distribution of clusters is power law. Recurrence intervals are means of expressing the likelihood that a given magnitude EQ will be exceeded in a specified number of years [40] . Thus our aim is to study the spatial clusters and the nature of occurrence of foreshock and aftershock tremors to identify the nature of mainshock occurrences in order to locate future EQ events. Identifying likely source zones of such earthquakes would largely contribute in seismic hazard assessment in different spatio-temporal clusters in Himalayan basin. Frequency magnitude relationships for 4125 events of Mw >3.0 were calculated. It was found that the catalog is complete above magnitude 2 [ Fig. 4 ] which was the cutoff magnitude taken for further analysis. The estimation of the parameters of seismic regime was carried out from this "cleaned" catalogue. The study has been done by studying occurrences of frequent EQs above a certain threshold if there are multiple events having spatial, preferred distribution within a specified period of time [45] . A study of the complex seismicity of the Himalayan region by the statistical analysis of historical EQ data is ineffective without the prior care concerning the completeness of historical catalogues used in the modeling [39] . A study of frequency of the EQ magnitudes [ Fig. 2 ] over the entire population reveals high homogeneity of data sets. The catalogue has a high rate of homogeneity and follows the generic M scale framework necessary to calculate inter magnitude and time of recurrence relationships [10] . It has been accepted that earthquakes generally obey Gutenberg-Richter scaling [19] . A power-law decay for the correlations as a function of time translates into a power-law decay of the spectrum as a function frequency. In these periods of time, the function N[>φ] follows the power law.
The slope of log-linear portions in daily distributions, which determines the power exponent in equation [1] drops during faulting [15] and it grows again after the event. The parameter depends on the relative amount of low and high-energy events [the lower , the larger the contribution of powerful events] and its decrease signals the involvement of more important events in the fracture process. This is explained using the logarithmic plot for magnitude M for N events. The nature of the power law decay plot is correlated with the empirical data of time recurrence distribution for which distribution decays exponentially [34] This means, for instance, that there occur lots of small earthquakes, but a few big ones. If we consider earthquakes of a particular magnitude, there are 4 times as many with 1/2 that magnitude, and a 1/4 as many with twice the magnitude. Earthquakes that are times as large in terms of energy compared to earthquakes whose magnitude is small are also rarer by a factor of 1/ 2 was shown by the seismologists Gutenberg and Richter as simulated in Fig. 5 . The exponent varies from one phenomenon to another, but in all cases the power law means the events have no typical size, and it suggests that all events, large and small, have the same cause. This kind of scaling appears in natural systems that are poised on the edge of change or in a critical state [13] and such critical states seem to arise naturally in many complex systems. The cumulative number of earthquakes in a region with magnitudes greater than or equal to M, is related to M [28] . Using this observation an alternative approach for the study of mainshock events has been observed for examining the cumulative probability distribution of EQ recurrence time for seismically active EQs [Fig. 5] . We study the overall characteristics of the temporal clusters in the model and inter-occurrence time intervals between events [26] . It is found that distribution of earthquake size fulfils a power law. Increase of foreshock and decay of aftershock activity varies with time distribution but for any event rupture size is highly dependent on the mainshock magnitude whose dissipation rates are dependent on the size of the rupture zone. This will shed light on the nature of seismic clusters for the region. One possible confounding effect in the foregoing analysis is the uneven distribution of event sizes in the dataset. This distribution is atypical of earthquake catalogs, in that the number of events is limited both on the high end due to the small number of events at large magnitudes, and at the low end due to the dearth of small events which are well-recorded enough to be modeled. The physical significance of the spatio-temporal statistical analyses of the seismicity in the Himalayan basin provides a better insight into the nature and extent of earthquake distribution and its bearing on the sub-surface structural heterogeneities in relation to differential strain accumulation in the sub-surface seismogenic host rocks.
We check for the cumulative number of events associated within each cluster to assess the frequency of shock occurrence in every clusters and how variations are bound to exist significant to each cluster block. clusters are constituted of independent events as well as foreshock-mainshock-aftershock [FMA] sequence and its combinations.
After making a set of rigorous test to observe characteristics of temporal sequences and independent events in the cluster zones, the data shows important variations to reveal the nature of seismic event occurrence and associated patterns unique to the cluster in the Himalayan belt.
Having analyzed the pattern of earthquakes within each cluster, the clusters are constituted of independent events as well as FMA sequence and its combinations and high swarm activity [ Many experimental data aim to characterize different aspects of pre-seismic behavior for precursory strain changes and pre earthquake deformation rates. A series of statistical tests on the nature of earthquake generating processes associated with seismic cycle of EQ occurrences in the Himalayan basin are conducted using multi dimensional rigorous statistical studies, inter-event distance analyses, and statistical time analyses for obtaining correlation dimensions for seismic, radon and focal depth pattern of events to better understand the nature and extent of seismogenesis in the Himalayan belt.
Power-law EQ frequency distribution
Seismic occurrence in clusters is a precursory seismicity pattern which has been also observed before many strong EQs by several authors [60, 78, 79, 84] .Understanding the occurrence of periods of accelerated as well as depressed seismicity [seismic quiescence] and localized clustered activity [swarms and aftershock sequences] is important for understanding distributions of inter-event times between successive earthquakes in a hierarchy of spatial domain sizes and magnitudes. The proposed study provides evidence of an inter-cluster correlation mechanism between the different earthquakes by studying a catalog of seismic events of ref. [1] . Earthquakes have strong temporal correlations between events as related in this study [8, 16, 76] . In this study, an alternative approach of extreme mainshock events that has been observed for examining the cumulative probability distribution of EQ recurrence time [17] and b value for seismically active EQs. The distributions of distances and waiting times between a quake and its recurrent events both follow a power-law decay. On the other hand, [62] have advanced the regiontime-length [RTL] method, which investigates seismicity pattern changes prior to large EQs looking for powerlaw decay of the inter event-time distribution. Independent large events over different timelines do not follow the power law as the p value shows. Using this study we analyze the power law distribution model to find the set of parameters and study global dynamics of rupture propagation based on the interactions between events. Time series of reliable measures such as waiting time distribution for EQ and b value for EQs can give significant accounts of the underlying dynamical behavior of these systems with respect to seismic precursors [11] especially when the resulting probability distributions present remarkable features such as an algebraic tail, usually considered the footprint of self-organization and the existence of critical points. This is a direct consequence of a cascading failure involving several of its faults under the effect of a mainshock EQ which is due to magnitude correlations between inter event earthquakes. The degree of distribution plays a definitive role in non equillibrium critical systems. A power-law distribution requires scale invariance [self-similarity] over the range considered, and is the only statistical distribution that does not introduce a characteristic length/time scale. A major question is whether earthquakes also obey power-law [fractal] frequency-size statistics. From studies it is difficult to interpret the nature of the stress-generating pattern of a region -whether the system follows a greater number of spatial mainshock-aftershock patterns or follows an inde-pendent pattern of producing almost periodical occurrence of earthquake swarms that might be helpful in establishing the nature of the clusters in the Himalayan basin in the post seismic response state. The power exponent decreases as the 'catastrophe' approaches, and exhibits a trend to restore its initial value after the large-scale perturbation. On the basis of damage mechanics theory, [9] proposed a power law for the time variation of the cumulative Benioff strain, S [square root of seismic energy], released by accelerating pre-shocks in the region where these pre-shocks occur in the critical region. Inter eventtime distribution is universal [20] after accounting for the overall activity level it shows the existence of clustering beyond the duration of aftershock bursts. Recurrence times should be considered for broad areas, rather than for individual faults, and could provide important insights in the physical mechanisms of earthquakes occurring in a swarm or independently. Inter-event-time distribution can be used for a non-parametric reconstruction of the mainshock magnitude frequency distribution. Earthquake swarms are strongly clustered in space and time and cannot be described by dominant law of sequences [42] . Using power law analysis in empirical data distribution we can reproduce both types of seismicity dependent on the parameter region and identify which of the clustering mechanisms of swarm activity or temporal sequence of mainshocks can be characterized by the inter event time distribution with a power law scale. An analysis of data from the densely monitored earthquake swarm region which is famous for episodic bursts of large numbers of spatially localized, small to intermediate sized earthquakes, showed a power-law decay of the inter event-time distribution.
Analysis of the mathematical model of power law scales with seismic precursory events. The increase in number of foreshock clusters shows that the magnitude of the EQ does not increase beyond a certain threshold. It has been put to study by [80] that asperities may be characterized by b values and high stress regimes marking places susceptible to future large EQs by estimating the local recurrence time for active clusters and earthquake swarm activity. The results are in accordance with the study that the temporal clustering of independent large events having a greater time distribution is absent in the Himalayas as the power law of occurrence is followed by the earthquake swarms. This paper analyses for the first time, and as far as we know, the statistics of major EQ events in a seismic fault network in the Himalayan belt from this aforementioned complex systems approach and the likelihood of correlation dimensions. The Kolmogorov -Smirnov [KS] statistic is used in this sense, which is defined as the maximum distance D between the cumulative distribution functions of the data S[x] and the fitted model. The afore- mentioned KS statistic is used again as a goodness-of-fit test between real data and synthetically generated powerlaw distributed data having an effect as seismic precursor in the Himalayan EQ distribution. Following the statistical analysis, we estimate the basic parameters of the power-law model, then calculate the goodness-of-fit between the data and the power law and finally we compare the power law with alternative hypotheses via a likelihood ratio test. A tail distribution also has been made to understand tail properties of the exceedance for the region with inter arrivals can be estimated, then limiting extreme value distributions governing the maximum observation or exceeding value can be used to study recurrence intervals for extreme events with power-law inter arrivals. For the measure of waiting time distributions for mainshock distribution and earthquake swarm, we give the number of occurrences n, mean x, standard deviation r, maximum observed occurrence x , lower bound to the power-law behavior xmin, scaling parameter value α, occurrences in the power law tail ntail and p-value . The last column indicates the support for whether the observed data is well approximated by a power-law distribution. Estimated uncertainties for xmin, α and ntail are also shown. Measures such as ntail and xmin are fundamental to estimate the span of the power-law behavior and to de- velop further quantitative models and validation of seismic precursory models like seismic quiescence.
Correlation possibility between EQ occurrence and seismic precursor variation
The correlation between precursory anomalies before the event can be of help in localizing EQ events. They are assumed to indicate a change of the system state [6] when the system is going to undergo a rupture or is going to undergo self organization. A short-term power law increase of seismic activity occurs immediately prior to the main shocks on average, e.g. ground water changes or electromagnetic emissions [12, [66] [67] [68] [69] or foreshock clusters. EQs occur in clusters. In these clusters, the temporal distribution of events seems to be related to EQ magnitude.
Two widely known examples are the magnitude-frequency distribution [i.e. the Gutenberg-Richter law] and the aftershock decay rate [i.e. the Omori law]. It has been found that more is the number of foreshock clusters in the source zone of the earthquake, the greater are the chances that the magnitude of the earthquake does not exceed a certain limit within the active region. We studied the homogeneous EQ database [2] for the distribution of aftershocks in space, abundance, magnitude and time [ Fig. 10 ]. Investigations to date all show that aftershocks follow simple statistical behavior. We conducted a study of aftershock distribution of magnitude >3.0 after a seismic mainshock occurrence and found that the aftershock distribution is highly correlated to the mainshock rise over the time period. The larger the mainshock is, the fewer events occur in this time interval, one observes a transition in the seismic activity from a higher to a lower level. The onset of this relative seismic quiescence depends on the size of the following mainshock, namely the longer the duration of the seismic quiescence is, the larger is on average the subsequent mainshock. The accumulated energy increases with the duration of seismic quiescence [81] that is, the probability for a large event also increases. Similar studies to correlate gravity studies and geochemical data with statistical inference studies have been done to understand how anomalous variations of precursors affect the normal distribution of earthquakes.
Surface plot and Gravity Studies
Using matlab we generated a surface plot of the localized main shock [ Fig. 11 ] events of magnitudev >6.0. We have applied a set of statistical tools to evaluate the nature of main shock and aftershock tremors that have occurred in the past 60 years in the Himalayan Basin in the latitude range of 24 -34°N and the longitude of 74 -98°E. The spatial plot reveals that most of the EQ main shock events occurred at a spatial depth of 0-20 km near to the surface [ Fig. 12] . A histogram plot for the focal depths shows that the spatial distribution of the focal depth has an effective skewing coefficient towards the EQs having smaller focal depth. The rigorous set of analytical investigations matches the seismic probing conducted for EQ focal-depth distribution in the Himalayan area suggesting that most of the seismic activities are confined within the upper 50 km. Skewness of the distribution acts as an effective indicator that the brittle crust results in a fault rupture near the surface. Studies in focal depth also leads us to the evaluation of the spatial depth of the Moho under the Himalayas . Understanding the nature and spatial occurrence of EQ can help us in future to relate events to varying moho depth. The ductile brittle transition [21] region gives us the ability to analyze the structural complexities of the source region for rupture and the seismogenesis of the mohorovic discontinuity, formed at the time of Himalayan orogeny giving the granite genesis of the region. Seismic probing studies carried out across the high peak region of the Himalayas shows 75 km as the largest depth of the Moho under the Himalayas [77] . The crustal depth of 75 km EQs [ Fig. 13 ] recorded in this study occurred between the MBT and the MCT. EQ occurrence can give us good insight as to the crust and mantle structures existing below surface features. Such studies as done by the Indepth team [82] have contributed to knowledge about the Himalayan lithosphere, including crustal thicknesses. The statistical study evaluation suggest that the distribution of EQ are limited in the upper crust of rock that might be taken up for future analysis. 
Correlation between geochemical data and month wise earthquake distributions
A number of complex mathematical methods have been developed to infer stress variations measured through analysis of variations of radon caused by the earthquake [23] . We conducted a seasonal trend for the data set using a student sample t test. Our analysis of the data set reveals that the likelihood of occurrence of an EQ having magnitude 6 follows a greater seasonal occurrence using the progressive window approach compared to magnitude 5 EQs. The data reveals that EQ main shocks are predominantly distributed throughout the years [ Fig. 14] but the months of March April and October November experiences a high seismic activity compared to the rest of the year. We also conducted a study to identify the relation between radon decline levels and seismicity fluctuations throughout the year. A positive trend between EQ mainshocks frequency for months with the nature of radon anomaly change shows that seasonal strain variation is correlated with variations of geodetic strain and seismicity [7] . Investigations carried out throughout the world over the past 20 years have substantiated significant variations of radon concentrations which may occur with rare geophysical events such as EQ and volcanoes [1, 14, 75] . [61] had carried out a study in Amritsar to study the correlation of radon soil gas with EQs. Results of the analysis of short-term variations in different parameters prior to the considered EQ confirm the existing ideas on in homogeneity of spatial manifestation of EQs precursors. The probability of detecting short term precursors increases in the epi-central area of impending EQs. 61 and 27 had carried out extensive radon monitoring in non tectonic environments [ Fig. 16 ] close to the Himalayan seismically active basin to detect increase in radon exhalation before an EQ occurs due to strain build up in the area [54] .
Neural Network Analysis
The relationship between two parameters d_value and b_value with occurrence of big earthquakes is detected by neural network. An ANN usually has an input layer, one or more intermediate or hidden layers and one output layer which produces the output response of the network. When a network is cycled, the activations of the input units are propagated forward to the output layer through the connecting weights. Inputs could be connected to many nodes with various weights, resulting in a series of outputs, one per node. The connections correspond roughly to the axons and synapses in a biological system, and they provide a signal transmission pathway between the nodes. Statistical estimators are highly unstable owing in establishing a linear mechanism owing to the short history of the forecast zones. A non linear mechanism of feedback analysis based on error estimate will be highly fruitful as it will be able to grasp the difference between conventional forecast based on time series analysis and forecast of level crossing time of precursory behavior analysis. The trend of the seismic activity by combining neural network model and seismic factors has been studied. In this paper, a variation of seismicity was introduced to reflect the corresponding variation of the frequency of earthquake. The learning process for BP network has the following four components.
Input mode design involves use of attribute (9 nodes) fully connected to the nodes of the adjacent middle layers. During the training phaserecords are selected randomly from the training phase set and one pass of the file is completed using output error back propogation passed through the hidden nodes to the input layers as feedback.
This repetion cycle involves memory training through forward mode propagating and error back propagation of the calculation done for every alternate cycle. After full neural network training; a recall test to determine whether global error is tending to a minimum value is done. The predicted value is compared with the suitable magnitude value for the final results. As the stability of the system is determined based on error of the minimum value higher minimum value is used to classify the severity of the quake.
The three-layer BP network design issues to be considered
Making the BP network design should be considered with the number of layers, the number of neurons in each layer of the network, the initial value and the learning rate aspects.
1. the number of layers of the network It has been proved that a three-layer BP network can achieve multi-dimensional unit cube Rm to Rn mapping that can approximate any rational function. This actually gives a design of the basic principles of the BP network. Increasing the number of layers can further reduce errors and improve accuracy, but also enables network complexity, thereby increasing the training time of the network weights. And reduction of error to improve the accuracy can actually be obtained by increasing the number of neurons of the hidden layer, the results of their training is more easily observed and adjusted rather than increasing the number of layers. So under normal circumstances, priority should be given to increase the number of the hidden layer neurons.
The number of hidden layer neurons
Network training to improve the accuracy can be increased by using a hidden layer and output layer with linear activation function. The evaluation of a network design quality, the first is its accuracy, the longer the training time depends on the number of recurrence cycles and every cycle spent time.
3. the selection of the initial value of the right value
As the system is non linear and the nitial value of the selected learning process is a constraint to ascertain the local minimum, the back propogation has been customized. The back propogation network is a very powerful tool for constructing nonlinear transfer functions between several continuous valued inputs and the one or more continuous valued outputs. It is found that if initial value is too large or small it affects learning speed, initial value of the weights should preferably uniformly distributed fractional experience value, value of initial weights are sets in the [-1,1] domain there are select a random number between [-2.4 / F, 2.4 / F], where F is the number of input feature. To avoid the direction of adjustment of the weights of each step in same direction that increases the processing time, the initial value is set random numbers.
learning rate
The learning rate determines each time the amount of change in weight value that is generated in the loop. A fast learning rate may lead to system instability. However, the slow rate of learning leads to longer training time and may produce very full convergence, but it is important to ensure that the error value of the network out of the trough of the error surface eventually tends to the smallest error value. So, in general, we tend to choose a slower rate of learning in order to guarantee the stability of the system. The choice of the learning rate is between 0.01 -0.8.
A suitable learning rate for each specific network is present, but for more complex networks, the different parts of the error surface may need a different learning rate. In order to reduce training times to find the learning rate and training time, the more appropriate method is the use of adaptive learning rate changes, where a different learning rate is automatically set to the training of the network at different stages. Generally speaking, the faster the learning rate, the faster the convergence, but with oscillation; while the slower the learning rate, the slower the convergence.
the expected error select
In the training process of the network, the expected error value is obtained by comparing the minima with "right", the hidden layer nodes. Smaller expectations times for the input nodes adjacent to the hidden layer and the training time to get the error to rely on gives us good results. Under normal circumstances, as a comparison, while two different expected error of the network is trained, hidden layer of the neural network to achieve any continuous function approximation, but some parameters select the appropriate training process can speed up the training of the neural network, shorten the training time and achieved satisfactory results of the training of the neural network. This is doen in the hidden layer in the following manner (a) adjust the amount proportional to the error, that is, the greater the error, the greater the magnitude of adjustment.
(b) to adjust the amount of the input value is proportional to the size, the greater the input value, in this learning process becomes more active, and their associated weights adjustment should be the greater.
(c) adjust the amount of learning coefficient is proportional to. Usually learning coefficient is 0.01 -0.8, in order to make the whole process of learning to accelerate without causing oscillation in variable learning rate.
This will be used to take a larger learning early in the learning coefficient will be gradually reduced as the learning process proceeds its value.
Proposed Method
In this paper we describe a method which has two stages, as a preliminary stage we have to take seismic network signals, electric pre-seismic signals and the average magnitude of previous earthquakes, if any are recorded in the past data and in the final stage, those data collected in the preliminary stage are given to the ANN as inputs. ANN has to be trained with earthquake knowledge representation and employs a non linear and back propagation algorithm to produce the precise prediction. We have to train the ANN hidden layer with earthquake knowledge representation, back propagation and auto associative neural network algorithms. The above training is necessary for the design because the nature of input data is non linear. The analysis of the aftershocks aimed at one hand the spatiotemporal characterization [22] by reviewing and refining the hypocentral locations, the determination of the seismic generation mechanisms and identification of the main active structures. A methodology to predict magnitude of the earthquake [49] using neural network has been described. They have taken seismicity indicators inputs for the ANN model. [5] proposed a method for the estimation of peak ground acceleration using ANN by taking inputs like magnitude, hypocentral distance and average shear wave velocity. [3] proposed a method using ANN to forecast earthquakes in northern Red Sea area. They presented different statistical methods and data fitting such as linear, quadratic and cubic regression. The study considered energetic properties of seismicity without considering the earthquakes distribution in space and time.Based on these seismic data, they extracted 11 forecast factors and the actual occurrence of the maximum earthquake level M as input and target vectors. The forecast factors were:
1. the maximum number of seismic level . the number of adjacent two-year earthquake events is taken to find the absolute value of more than an order of magnitude average mean divided by 10 and then rounded for absolute value 10. subsequent D value 11. the maximum earthquake magnitude.
They have taken seismicity indicators inputs for the ANN model. They did not take recurrence time for occurrence of earthquake event to the model. However a lot of in-depth analysis is necessary for analysis of precursory behavior with seismic indicator analysis. The main significance of neural networks lies in generation and adaptability and also involves strength for incorporating non-linearities to the model scenario. In order to evaluate the performance of the neural network approach, the adjusted weights are then used to process a data sample whose target values are also known, similar to training data. Seismic hazard analysis has been carried out using a multi-layer feed forward network trained with a back propagation learning algorithm. The architecture of the network consists of an input layer with 4 neurons, one and two hidden layers with appropriate hidden neurons .In order to analyze the nature of the earthquake we analyzed the state of earthquake based on the number of aftershocks against the recurrence time of earthquakes. The input neurons are fixed by the number of input variables [e.g., the characteristic values for various stages of seismicity cycle for a time series]. The output neurons are fixed by the number of outputs desired [e.g., the predicted characteristic values for number of stages of seismicity cycles of interest]. If the performance of the network on testing data sets is found to be satisfactory, the network is supposed to have generalization capability over any other set of similar data. The study of the seismic clusters and fractal properties with recurrence time of earthquakes in the zone form the basis for understanding the self-similarity of the seismic process. Once tested successfully, the trained network may be used to process unknown data in order to predict the characteristic values for those data sets. By discovering the relevance between two seismic parameters [d_value and b_value] with occurrence of big earthquakes during a time, where complicated and indirect relationships are to be identified and processed through analysis of the strongest earthquake from each window. Based on the analysis we had 32 targets for training and testing the neural network. From these 32 pairs of inputs/targets, we select 16 pairs for training network, and 16 pairs for testing it. Result of training and testing for the neural network indicated in earthquakes was found through simulation. A relationship between two parameters d_value and b_value with the occurrence of big earthquakes is detected by the neural network. However some exit of the real variation can be observable in the output of neural network, because of the complexity nature of this phenomenon.
These results may have important implications for the study of dynamical behavior of earthquake generating mechanism in the Himalayas. The Himalayan time series of earthquakes of size with magnitude 4 and higher is modeled by high number of variables i.e., better modeled by the stochastic or a high-dimensional process.
Based on the actual data, we can divide the earthquake levels. In this article, the first category corresponds to the "general level", the second category corresponds to "medium-level" third category corresponds to the "severity level" with a classification level different to regression analysis.
Conclusion
Our interpretation of geophysical, geological and geochemical data for EQ genesis patterns in the Himalayan basin suggest that inter-seismic upper crustal deformation may be localized along shallow thrust faults with intense ground motion with large displacement and high acceleration along the brittle fracture zones in the Himalayas. The above set of statistical and descriptive analysis for extracting the nature of seismic patterns in the Himalayan belt reveals that the frequency of EQs has increased with the years. The number of EQs mainshocks of 5.0 or more has been high in the past few years. The inter event timely distribution plays a very effective role in earthquake mainshock distribution in the cluster earthquakes.
Utilizing neural networks as a tool in the analysis of b value, d value and recurrence distributions for main shock and aftershock events for the seismic regime to forecast earthquakes gives insight to the earthquake size variation in the various clusters of Himalayas. The pattern of main shocks with mag 5.0 has a positive correlation with the aftershock pattern distribution. The distribution of focal depth of the recorded EQs had a negative skew showing that the EQs were more likely to emerge near the surface of the brittle crust. The seasonal trend of EQ main shocks respond favorably with the radon anomaly observed. The number of EQs of magnitudes greater than 5 are more in the month of September October when radon peaks are more. This shows that secular inter-seismic strain is modulated by strong seasonal variations that depends on local surface load variations. The frequency table for EQs of mag 5.0 and that of mag 6.0 was investigated using the independent t sample test. The results show that the EQ main shocks of mag 6.0 tends to follow a significantly predictable time window compared to mag 5.0 populations. The aftershock patterns were clustered in the 2000 -2010 decade producing the highest number of aftershocks around 2008 for all population of main shock pattern. There still exist many complexities not explained in this system. The overall study using seismic precursors has given us sufficient insight over the Himalayan earthquakes occurring in cluster belts. The independent earthquakes are basically random occurrence in the Himalayan region and follow no strict distribution. On the contrary earthquake swarms are more finely distributed and self organize more. Ongoing research will be focused in analyzing the structure and topology of fault networks at the state of seismic quiescence and how inter-event distribution affects the stress dynamics of aftershock distributions and whether a statistical inference can be drawn to find a relationship generated by the aftershock of a previous earthquake in the cluster and the coming event. 
